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GUIDE
I will help you "Whip that Debt!"

- Barbara Doeringer



THE DAMAGE OF

LARGE DEBT
Large debt can have significant and far-reaching impacts on households in the United States.

Here are several key consequences:

 

Financial Strain: High levels of debt can lead to financial strain as households struggle to meet their
monthly obligations. This strain can result in a reduced ability to cover essential expenses, such as
housing, utilities, and groceries, leading to a lower quality of life.

Limited Savings: When a significant portion of income is dedicated to debt repayment, households
may find it challenging to save money for emergencies, education, or retirement. Insufficient savings
can leave families vulnerable to unexpected expenses and limit their ability to invest in long-term
goals.

Credit Score and Access to Credit: Accumulating large amounts of debt can negatively impact credit
scores. A lower credit score makes it more difficult for individuals to access credit at favorable interest
rates. This, in turn, limits their ability to make important purchases, such as buying a home or
financing education.

Stress and Mental Health: Dealing with high levels of debt can be emotionally taxing. Financial stress
has been linked to mental health issues, including anxiety and depression. The constant pressure of
managing debt can strain relationships within households and negatively affect overall well-being.

Impact on Future Opportunities: Excessive debt may limit individuals' ability to pursue new
opportunities. For example, individuals burdened with high student loan debt may delay important
life events such as buying a home, starting a family, or launching a small business.

Reduced Consumer Spending: High levels of debt may lead to reduced consumer spending. When a
significant portion of income goes toward servicing debt, households have less money available for
discretionary spending, which can have a broader impact on the economy.

 
 
Risk of Default and Bankruptcy: In extreme cases, individuals may face the risk of defaulting on

their debt or declaring bankruptcy. This can have severe consequences, including damage to credit
scores, potential loss of assets, and a lengthy period of financial recovery.

 
 
Interest Payments: Large debts often come with high-interest payments. A substantial portion of a
household's income may go towards paying interest rather than reducing the principal amount

owed. This means that even if households make regular payments, the overall debt may not

decrease significantly.

 
 
To mitigate these impacts, it is crucial for households to manage their finances responsibly, budget
effectively, and seek professional advice if facing overwhelming debt. Government policies and
programs may also play a role in addressing systemic issues related to debt, such as providing

support for education and implementing consumer protection measures.



I have a background of 17 years in the banking industry and 25 years in real estate but I
am now promoting my Debt Elimination Program which uses a unique software with
thousands of algorithms to pay down interest �rst on all debt, thereby saving thousands
in interest and creating wealth.   'I'll help you Whip Your Debt'       

Barbara H. Doeringer

DON’T WAIT TO 

GET STARTED

This program is amazing, it truly works and was a life

changer for us, as it will be for many others!!  -  Ron and Lori

 

What is Debt Elimination?

 

Our Debt Elimination Program is a navigation system for your finances. It tells

you the shortest, most effective way to getto your financial destination. It recalculates

based upon your financial changes. This system is a web based program that

uses the same financial strategies that banks use.

Our Representatives gather your financial information to prepare a financial analysis

unique to you to show you how the program can guide you to your financial destination
without ever needing your account numbers.



A FINANCIAL PLAN

Testimonial

Lori and I were the victims of the 2008 market crash along with so many
others. We actually lost over 1.5 million dollars in investments and
properties. Everything progressively got worse and we found ourselves in
serious debt.

To even stay afloat with living expenses we had to continually open new
credit cards to pay bills and survive. By 2018 we had 17 credit cards maxed
out.

Then we found this debt cancellation program and decided to participate
in the system. Within a year and a half, while following the program's
instructions and guided by the specific algorithms, we were completely
out of debt, including our two car payments!

This allowed us to buy a home in 2020 and since this program is ours for
life, our home will now be paid off in the next five years!

This program is amazing, it truly works and was a life changer for us, as
it will be for many others!!

Ron and Lori



KEY CONCEPTS OF WHIP THAT DEBT

This program offers enhanced features and
a comprehensive budgeting system, fine-tuned
to the sensitivity of your goals.

- Interest Cancellation

- Strategic Payoff

- Time Value of Money

- Coaching and Education System

 
 
Our Clients Receive 

 
 
An analysis done by one of our Professional

Representatives that is unique to them as well as:

 
 
- User-friendly software interface

- Personalized coaching

- Online training

- Live support 8am-5pm MST

- Unlimited and Automatic account updates

- Quick, thorough, informed responses to calls and questions



Debt Shredder is a �nancial tool that has saved hundreds of millions of dollars in
interest payments. It provides clients with an easy to use online tool to minimize
both time and interest paid on all debt. Our solution provides useful information
and smart, speci�c guidance for �nding savings opportunities unique to each user.
We want to help people understand and do more with their money. 

Imagine the Possibilities

 
With �nances, we too often walk along nearsightedly, stumbling into avoidable
�nancial pitfalls. The blurriness of the way impacts the quality of our decisions. To
make matters worse, we can look back on our missteps with surprising clarity. How
would you craft your life di�erently if you knew beforehand the impact of all your
�nancial decisions? The Debt Shredder program does just that using your existing
monthly budget.

20/20 �nancial foresight... imagine the possibilities!

 
 

Turn Debt into Wealth

 
 

Do More Faster, Achieve More Faster.

What would you do if you could build wealth and eliminate debt simultaneously, by
putting your money to work for you? Would you take a family vacation? Start a
college fund? Invest in real estate?

This service can help you achieve your �nancial goals through the strategic interest
cancellation and wealth-building power of the revolutionary Debt Shredder
program.

You can save time and interest on nearly every debt you have. The key is to make
your money work smarter, with your existing income. Debt Shredder calculates
some of the fastest ways to pay o� your mortgage and consumer debt, and build a
substantial savings nest egg based on your speci�c income, payments, living
expenses and �nancial goals. You never have to guess which loans to pay o� �rst,
when to pay or how much extra to send.



More Possibilities

 4 Cornerstone Principals to Eliminate Your Debt

 
  

 
Interest Cancellation

Strategic Payo�

Time Value of Money

Money Merge Account Software, Coaching and Education system 

 
 

Accumulate Wealth

Increase Equity, Build Assets, Create Wealth

 

Debt Shredder goes beyond helping individuals and families achieve success paying
down debt — it also makes it possible to accumulate wealth targeted to each
client's personal �nancial goals. Simply enter your �nancial goals, whether it's to
pay o� a vacation home, fund early retirement or pursue your wildest dream. Enter
all the variables: principal, interest rate, term — even cash rewards on credit cards.

 

Using this information, ma Money Merge Live calculates how to pay o� debt with
some of the fastest payo� results imaginable — and build a substantial savings nest
egg.

Debt Shredder o�ers enhanced features that truly take your �nancial life to a new
level.

 

 Financial GPS that guides your �nancial journey day-by-day.

 Enhanced calculations to pay down debt.

 Software settings that allow changes to  pay down debt and build wealth.

 Ability to pay down multiple properties at the same time.

 User-friendly software interface.

 Personalized coaching.

 Automatic account updates.

 Helpful client support.

 



The Debt Shredder contains algorithms that can target the debt of your choice or
calculate the fastest route to zero debt overall through signi�cant savings in interest
payments.

 
 

Get the Clear, Complete Picture

 
 

The Debt Shredder provides a comprehensive picture of your �nances by putting all your
balances and transactions in one place. We are connected to most �nancial institutions
with internet banking capabilities, saving you hours of research and data entry.

We want to help you reach your personal �nancial goals, whether you want to pay o�
your mortgage, credit cards or be completely debt free. The Debt Shredder is there to
assist you along the way, and with little change to your current lifestyle.

 
 

Your Action Plan

 
  

 

This displays what your typical �nancial month looks like regarding your current
expenses, income, dates and dollar amounts. You can view personalized prompts on
smarter ways to use your money.

 
 
Your �nancial information is automatically downloaded and categorized daily. No more
waiting for your monthly statements to balance your accounts. Create the best possible
outcome by using the consolidation wizard to evaluate accounts and merge funds to
accelerate your payo� time.

 Maximum Returns, Minimum Time 

 
 

HOW IT WORKS 

 
 Take Control of Your Debt



Emergency Fund

The only guarantee in life is that the unexpected will happen, so this tool is designed to
help you build a reserve to meet the cost of any unexpected emergencies.

 Strategic Payo� 
 

The Debt Shredder uses complex algorithms to prioritize your debt payments to most
e�ciently reduce interest payments and create more wealth for you.

 Financial Dashboard 
 

This is your personalized, customizable dashboard, displaying information to help you
make smarter �nancial decisions, showing you the number of years to pay o� debts, how
much in interest is saved, the amount of discretionary income you have available, the
true value of your resources and much more.

 
 

Noti�cations

 
 Keep up-to-date on your important �nancial information. Set up alerts for bills that are

due, account security alerts and more.



SMALL SAVINGS ADD UP 
 TO BIG MONEY

This software program can help you take control of your personal economy by
giving you the tools you need to accumulate wealth." You are not Alone!

 
 

It never stops working to make your money work harder for you by analyzing
strategies 24 hours a day, seven days a week." Eliminating debt is just the
beginning;

 

 
 Our Mission

To help people realize the financial future they desire and help guide them
toward control of their personal economy through education and financial
literacy.

 

- Eliminate Debt

- Accumulate Wealth

- Understand the real value of time and money



"ELIMINATING DEBT IS JUST THE BEGINNING;
THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM CAN HELP YOU
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR PERSONAL ECONOMY
BY GIVING YOU THE TOOLS YOU NEED TO
ACCUMULATE WEALTH."

 

Contact Me About My Free Analysis

https://www.shopfinancial.com/site/contact-us/


 Call me (407) 491 3816

THANK 
 YOU WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK.

Ask me any questions. 

https://sqribble.net/Projects/41075/191259/index.html
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